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Let p be a ci-finite measure, R = (T,,) be a covariance matrix, and B, ,..., 3, be 
dependent Gaussian measures satisfying EB,(A,) B,(Az) = r,,p(A, n A*). Multiple 
integrals of the form I”(f) = [f(~~,..,, x,) &,(I,) “. dB,(x,), with fe L’(p’) are 
investigated. A diagram formula is established and a class of functions which play 
the role of the Hermite polynomials for these more general integrals is introduced. 
Cumulants of double integrals are evaluated and the following result is established: 
if {I’,} and {Y,} are correlated stationary sequences of strongly dependent 
Gaussian random variables, then xj::Y;] X, Y,, adequately normalized, converges in 
DCO, 11 to I*(f,). ( 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRoDUC-H~N 
Let p be a o-finite measure on (R, &?A). It6 [IS] defined the multiple 
Wiener-It6 integral 
Z,,(f) = lR”f(Xl 3 -y2 ,...3 -x,,l wx, 1. . . dB(x,h (1.1) 
where f E L’($) and B is a real-valued Gaussian random measure satisfy- 
ing EB(A)=O and EB(A,) B(A,)=p(A,nA,) for any Bore1 sets A, A,, 
and AZ. 
Let R= (rii) be an n x n covariance matrix. In Section 2 we discuss 
integrals of the form 
c fb,,..., x,,) dB,(-x, I.-. dB,,(x,,), (1.2) 
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where f E L’(p”) and where B, ,..., B, are dependent real-valued Gaussian 
measures satisfying 
Engel [2] and Surgailis [lo] have defined similar integrals. (Warning: we 
write saRn in (1.1) and (1.2) but the definitions of the integrals can be inter- 
preted as to exclude integration over the hyperdiagonals of P.) 
Section 3 provides a diagram formula for evaluating products of these 
integrals and their moments. The distribution of these integrals is deter- 
mined by the cumulants (or moments) when n < 2. The case n = 1 is trivial 
because II(f) is Gaussian. Section 4 provides an explicit evaluation of the 
cumulants in the non-trivial case n = 2. 
In Section 5, we show that multiple integrals of the form (1.2) can be 
represented in terms of a special class of functions which generalize the 
Hermite polynomials. 
Section 6 is concerned with the limiting behavior of partial sums 
C,“=, Xi Y,, where (X, } and { Y, > are correlated stationary sequences of 
strongly dependent Gaussian random variables. The study of such sums is 
of interest in time series analysis where {X,) and ( Y, } are regarded as 
correlated time series, each measured at a different location. We suppose 
here that as k -+ cc., 
EX,X,,+,-k-“‘L(k) EY,Y,+,-kpD2L(k) 
EX, y,, + k 
-& fDl+@W L(k) EY,X,+,-fik-‘“‘+D2”2 L(k), 
where 0 < D, , D, < $ are constants, L is a slowly varying function, and CY 
and B are suitably chosen constants that depend on D, and D,. Hsiao [4] 
has considered the convergence of the random vector (cy! I q, cy= 1 q). 
We show that cfE’,l X, Y,, appropriately normalized, tends, as N + co, to a 
stochastic process Z(t) of the form 
where 
and dp(x) = dx. The limit is in the sense of weak convergence in the space 
D[O, 11 endowed with the Skorokhod topology. We also provide the limit 
of the vector (xJ!J;‘l q, &!_Nyl q, ~,!_N:J] Xj Y,) appropriately normalized. 
These results generalize those of Rosenblatt [9] and Taqqu [ll], who 
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studied the convergence of the sums c,!=, q for a strongly dependent 
Gaussian sequence {X, }. We use a method of cumulants. In principle, one 
could diagonalize the quadratic forms and prove that the eigenvalues of the 
kernel converge to those of the limiting kernel (e.g., f,) as N-+ co. Unfor- 
tunately, the eigenvalues are not explicitly available. However, sums of 
powers of the eigenvalues can be expressed in terms of cumulants. The 
method of cumulants works when n 6 2 because the limiting cumulants 
characterize a unique distribution (see Taqqu [ 12, Theorem 3c] for hints 
in verifying a Carleman-type criterion). 
The process Z(t) given by (1.3) has stationary increments and is self- 
similar with parameter H = 1 - (D1 + D2)/2, that is, Z(ar) and #Z(t) have 
the same finite-dimensional distributions for all a > 0. Since 4 < H < 1, 
the process Z(t) has a version with continuous paths because 
ElZ(t,)-Z(t,)12”=(ElZ(1)12H) lfZ-tllZH (use Kolmogorov’s criterion). 
But Z(r) is not differentiable. In fact, one cannot interchange the 
integration on s with the integration on X, and x1 in (1.2) because 
(.~+.K,)-‘“‘+“~2 1 ;\.,<,;, as a function of -K;, is not in L’((w’ ) for i = 1, 2. 
The process Z(t) given by (1.3) is known as the Rosenblatt process when 
r - 1. I2 - 
2. DEFINITION OF THE INTEGRAL WITH DEPENDENT INTEGRATORS 
Let p be a a-finite measure on (iw, g) and let R = (rik) be an n x n sym- 
metric positive semi-definite matrix. We say that Gaussian random 
measures B, ,..., B,, correspond to p and have covariance matrix R if 
EBi(A,)B,(A2)=ri~~(A,nA2), A,, A?EL&?, 1 <j, k<n. 
Such Gaussian measures B, ,..., B, always exist. Indeed, let S be a sym- 
metric matrix satisfying Sz = R and let M,,..., M, be independent Gaussian 
random measures corresponding to p. The Gaussian measures B, ,..., B, can 
be obtained by setting 
(B,(A),..., B,(A))’ = S(M,(A),..., M,(A))’ 
for each AE~#. 
If A,,..., A, are disjoint elements of g, we define 
z(l,,b,) ~A~(x~)...~A,(.K,,))=B,(A,)B~(A~)...B,,(A,,). 
Following It6 [S], we can extend such an I to a continuous linear 
functional 
I: L*(f) + L*(P), 
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where ,uLn is the product of n copies of p, and P is the underlying probability 
measure on the space on which the random variables B,(A),..., B,(A) are 
defined. The random variable Z(f), f~ L2(pL”), is denoted 
Z(f) = [ .f(.Yl, -x2 )...) x,) dB,(x, ) dB*(xr) . . . dB,(x,). 
W” 
Given indices j, ,j, ,..., j,,, let 
Kf;j, ,j 2,-.jn)=JRnf(xl, X2,..., X,) dB,,(X,) dBj,(X2)“‘dBjn(X,). (2.1) 
Thus 
I( f; l,..., n) = Z(f). 
When n = 0, we define Z(c) = c, where c is a constant. 
For any constants c, d, and f, g E L’(P~) we have 
E4.f) = 0, 
Of) = m-), (2.2) 
4 cf + 4 I= Nf I+ 4 8). 
EXAMPLES. (1) Let E, be the n x n matrix with entries all equal to 1. If 
B I ,..., B, have covariance matrix E,, then B, = B2 = ... = B, and Z(f) 
reduces to the multiple Wiener-It6 integral Z,(f) defined in (1.1). 
(2) Choose the matrix R to be N x N and such that B,, B2,..., B, 
satisfy B,= ... =B ,,,, B,,,+,= ... = B,,? ,..., BNmr,+,= ... =B,for some 
positive integers v, ,..., v,, with vI + + v,, = N. 
3. THE DIAGRAM FORMULA 
We establish here a diagram formula for evaluating products of the 
integrals defined in the preceding section. First some notation. Let n, ,..., n, 
be given positive integers, Put No = 0 and N,, = n, + . . . + nk, k = l,..., m. 
Introduce the set of “vertices” 
V= ((1, I), (1,2), . . . . (l,n,), (2, lb.., (2,n,),..., (4 lb.., (m,n,)l. 
With each element u E V we associate an integer denoting the position at 
which u appears in this list. Thus the position of (1, 1) is 1, the position of 
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(1,2) is 2, and so on. The position of the last vertex (m, n,) is N,. A 
diagram y of order (n, ,..., n,) is an undirected graph on the vertices V such 
that each vertex is met by at most one edge and such that if vertices 
(jr, k,) and (jz, k,) are joined by an edge it follows that j, #j,. The 
diagram y has N, vertices and may have 0, 1, 2 ,... edges. Let r(n ,,..., n,) 
denote the set of diagrams of order (n,,..., n,). For each diagram 
y~T(n,,..., n,), let IyI denote the number of edges in y. For a fixed 
y E 0, ,..., n,), there are n, = N, - 2 IyI vertices which are met by no edges 
in y. Denote by T, < z? < . . . < t,,, the positions of these vertices. Let 
g1 < rr2 < ... <(T,~, be the positions’of the vertices which are connected by 
edges in y to vertices with larger positions, and finally let 6,,..., 6,,, be the 
positions of the vertices which are connected to the vertices with positions 
CJ ,,..., Q, respectively. Then we have 
Now suppose that functions h, E L*($l), hz E L*($‘2),..., h,, E L*($m) are 
given. Define 
h(X , 1..., x&J = h,(-~I,..., .XN,) h*(x!v,+ I?..., x/v21 ... LbN,~,+ I,..., x&J. (3.1) 
Then, for each diagram y E I(n,,..., n,), perform the two following 
operations: 
(I) Introduce new variables y, ,..., v,, and z1 ,..., zly, and let them 
appear as arguments of h by setting vi = x,, , z, = x,, , - 2, = ss,. Let the new 
function be denoted h(y, ,..., y,;, z, )..., Zfyl). 
(2) Using P as integrator, integrate out the variables z, so as to 
obtain 
h&y,,..., y,,.) = j, ,.,/ NY,,..., Y,;, -?I,...> +,) &(z~)...dAz,:,,). (3.2) 
Let B, ,..., B,,,, be Gaussian random measures with N, x N, covariance 
matrix R and let y E r(n, ,..., n,). If e is an edge in y connecting the vertices 
(j, i, ) and (k, iz) for some j, k, i, , iz, we let I, = rjk. Then define 
dy=lleeyr,. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (The Diagram Formula). Let hk E L2(lTP), k = I,..., m. 
Then 
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Remark. If R = EN,, then d, = 1 for all y and the diagram formula 
reduces to 
k=l 
where Z, is the ordinary Wiener-It8 integral given in (1.1). The proof of 
Proposition 3.1, which we omit, differs from that given by Major [S] for 
(3.3) only in that one must keep track of the constants d, and the indices 
‘ I,“‘, ‘n;;. 
A diagram y E Z(n,,..., n,) is called complete if IyI = ;N,. Let 
f,(n 1 ,...’ n,) be the set of complete diagrams of order (n, ,..., n,). The 
function h, is constant for y E f,. Then, as a consequence of Proposition 
3.1 and the fact that EI(f; l,..., n) = 0 for n > 1, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
fi I(hk;N,-,+l.N,-,+2 ,..., Nk) = 1 d,,hy. 
k=l 1 YE ro(nl,....n,) 
Now we apply Proposition 3.2 in the case m = 2. Let f~ L*(p’) and 
gE L2($‘) and let Br,..., Br+, be Gaussian random measures with 
(n + Z) x (n + I) covariance matrix R. Proposition 3.2 and relation (2.2) 
imply 
PROPOSITION 3.3. 
EZ(f; I,..., I) Z(g; I+ l,..., Z+n) 
0 if l#n 
= 
Ch,~~“f(x,,...,.r,,)g(x,,,...,x,”)d~(x,)...d~(x,) if l=n, 
7r 
where C, denotes the sum over all permutations rc of (l,..., n} and where 
b,= fi rk,n+nk. 
k=l 
The constant b, is equal to the previously introduced factor d, for the 
diagram y in which the vertex (1, k) is joined to the vertex 
(2, nk), k = I,..., n. 
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4. CUMLJLANTS OF DOUBLE INTEGRALS 
We now focus on double integrals and evaluate their cumulants. Let 
f E L2(p2) and let B, and B, be Gaussian random measures with covariance 
matrix 1 P [ 1 P ’
where - 1 < p 6 1. Proposition 3.2 can be used to compute the moments of 
Z(f) and thus the cumulants of Z(f) can be obtained. To describe the 
cumulants of I( f ), we define r,,, to be the set of complete diagrams on 
(n 1 ,..., n,) = (2,..., 2). We also need to define the set pi, of “circular” 
diagrams in r,,,. 
A diagram y E I-,,, is called circular if the vertices (1, 1 ), (1, 2),..., 
(m, I), (m, 2) can be ordered 
(1, l), (1, 2h (x2, i3), (x2, b),..., (G, i2m-1)(7C,, i2m)r (4.1) 
where (1, 2) is connected to (rc2, i3) by an edge in y, (rr,, i2k) is connected 
to (q+ , , i2k+, ), k = 2 ,..., m - 1, and (x,, i2,) is connected to (1, 1). For 
example, if m = 4 the diagram in Fig. 1 is circular. The set of circular 
diagrams in r,,, is denoted pi. 
If g(.u, )...) x,)=f(xI,x2)f(x,,-~4)...f(xZm~I,~2m)r then for each 
w,, the corresponding function h, is constant (see (3.2)). It will be 
denoted g7 and is given by 
gy= s Rmfh,ll~~ ~~,,.~))...f(x~,~.,), x,(,,?))~~(-~,)...~~(x,), (4.2) 
where k(n, i) = k(z’, i’) if the vertices (rr, i) and (x’, i’) are joined by an edge 
in y. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that the mth moment of Z(f) is given 
by 
0, = E(Z(f))” = c (P)““g,, (4.3 1 
YCfm 
(2,2:/I!” (\ (3,2) 
(7 J (3’1) 
(4,l) (4,2) 
FIGURE 1 
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where yY is the number of vertices of the form (j, 1) which are connected by 
edges in ‘/ to vertices of the form (k, 2). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The mth cumulant of Z(f) is equal to 
Moreover, the distribution of I(f) is uniquely determined by its cumulants. 
Remark. The constant g, is defined in (4.2). In (4.4), however, we have 
y E f& and therefore the set of indices k( 1, 1 ), k( 1, 2) ,..., k(m, 1 ), k(m, 2) can 
be replaced by (4. I ). 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. According to (4.3), the nth moment 8, of 1(f) 
is given by the sum 11; Er,(~)Yyggi.. We enumerate the terms in this sum by 
expressing the elements of r,, as disjoint unions of circular diagrams. To do 
so, we first choose an integer k between 1 and n. Then we choose positive 
integers p, < pz < ’ . <pk and rt, -..., 7ck satisfying 
7c,p, + ... +n,pk=n. (4.5 1 
We use relation (4.5) to describe a partition of the vertices (1, l), 
(1, 2),..., (n, l), (n, 2) into subsets of k sizes. There will be rci subsets of size 
2pi, i = I,..., k. Specifically, we choose subsets E,, i= l,..., k, j= l,..., rc,, 
satisfying 
IE,l =2~; (4.6) 
and 
(L 1) E 4, if (I, 2) E E,, I = I,..., n. (4.7) 
Having chosen the sets E,, we construct a circular diagram yii on the ver- 
tices in E, for each i, j. Through this procedure each diagram y E f,, is 
expressed as a disjoint union of circular diagrams yii such that 
gy = fi fi gij, 
i=l,=l 
where g, = g,.,,. Since in addition qY = x:4= 1 C:L , qii where qii = qYg, we have 
Thus we see that 
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where Cn,p denotes a sum over all choices of pl,..., pk and A,,..., rck satisfy- 
ing (4.5), CE denotes a sum over all partitions E, satisfying (4.6) and (4.7), 
and C,,, denotes a sum over all circular diagrams yii on E,. However, 
mv%y=y~ (P)q’g,=cp,. 
YII PI 
Since this does not depend onj we conclude that 
en= 2 11 ri CCJ”‘. 
k=l I~,,D E ;=I 
It remains to evaluate the number of terms in xE. Given p, ,..., p& and 
x1 ,*-*, z&, the number of ways of choosing the sets E, satisfying (4.6) and 
(4.7) is equal to the number of ways of partitioning {l,..., n} into rr, sets of 
size p, ,..., n/, sets of size pk. That number is 
n! 
n;=, (pi!3yn;!)’ 
Hence 
0,,=n! i C fj 3 “&. 
h=I n.p,=l ( > 
This implies that c,,, is the mth cumulant of I(f). (See, for example, Kendall 
and Stuart, [6, p. 683.) 
To show that this is the only distribution with these cumulants, it suffices 
to show that this is the only distribution with moments pn. For this it suf- 
fices to show 
]im supoliZ”< a. 
I, + cc n 
(See, for example, Feller, 13, p. 2281.) Let 0; be the nth moment of 
From Proposition 3.2 it is clear that IQ,,/ < 0: for all n. Hence it suffices to 
show 
lim sup (&)‘!2n < co, 
II n 
On p. 69 of Major [8] we see that tl$,<4(2n)2”(8;)“, thus completing the 
proof of Proposition 4.1. 1 
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The result of Proposition 4.1 is simplified if f is a symmetric function of 
its arguments. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Z’ f satisfies ,f(x,, .Y~) =f(xz, x,) then the mth 
cumulant of I(f ), m > 2, is equal to 
((m - 1 )V) C(P - 1 I”‘+ (p + 1 )“‘I JRmf(.y,. .y2)f(x2, x3)... 
Pro@ Under the hypothesis of Proposition 4.2 it is clear that 
for all y E pi. 
Let y E p; satisfy qr = k. Then m-k must be even. Indeed, if there are 
exactly k vertices of the form (i, 1) joined to vertices of the form (j, 2), then 
the remaining m - k vertices of the form (i, 1) must be joined to each other, 
implying that m -k is even. 
Fix k such that m -k is even. Then the number of diagrams y E pi for 
which qr = k is equal to (m - 1 )!(T). To see this, note that there are (7) 
ways of choosing the vertices of the form (i, 1) to be joined to vertices of 
the form (j, 2) and (m- l)! way of choosing the indices rc2,..., n, which 
appear in the definition of a circular diagram in Section 4. 
Therefore 
C (~)%=(m-l)! 
;’ t r, 
[(;)P..‘+(,y2)P+2+-] 
(m-l)! 
=- [(p- l)“+(p+ l)“‘]. 
2 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.2. 1 
Remark. When p = 1 we have B, = B, and the coefficient 
C(P-~)“+(P+~Y’I d re uces to 2”‘. When p = 0 the random measures B, 
and B, are independent and the coefficient [(p - 1)” + (p + l)“] reduces 
to 2 if m is even and 0 if m is odd. This implies that the odd moments of 
Z(f) are equal to 0 when p = 0. 
Recall that EZ(f) = 0. Since the second cumulant equals the variance, we 
obtain 
VarZ(f)=(P2+l)S_t:I*:_Jf2(x,,X2)dll(Xl)~~(XZ)- (4.8) 
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5. GENERALIZED HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
We shall show that multiple integrals with dependent integrators can be 
expressed in terms of a special class of functions which generalize the Her- 
mite polynomials. We start by defining that class of functions. 
Let R = (yik) be an m x m symmetric positive semi-definite matrix. 
Introduce the set of diagrams A, = qn, ,..., n,), where 
(n I ,..., n,) = (l,..., 1). For each y E A, define as in Section 3 the constant 
d,,= n rr, 
L’ E y  
where r, = rlk if e is an edge in y connecting the vertices (,j, 1) and (k, 1). 
Let again 5, < z2 < . . <t,,, be the positions of the vertices which are met 
by no edge in y. 
DEFINITION. The generalized Hermite polynomial of order m is 
fc?l(*~, ..., x,, R)= c (-l)‘:“d;,x,;...u,~;. 
YEA”, 
The first few are 
(5.1) 
K,(x, R) = s 
K2(x,,xr, R)=x,x2-r,, 
K,(x,, x2, ~3, R) =-x~s:.x~ - r23.xl - r13x2 - rlzx3 
K4(xI, x2, x3, x4, R) = xl ~2~3.~4 - r34x,x2 - rz4x, x3 - r23x,x4 
- r,4x2x3 - r,3x2x4 
- r12x3x4 + r,2r34+ r13rz4 + r14r13. 
Remarks. (1) Let R = (rii) be an m x m covariance matrix with positive 
diagonal entries and let R(“) = (pti) be the corresponding correlation matrix 
with pii = ri,/(r,ir,y)1/2. Then 
K,(x, ,...) x ,A=( fi ~jK,(-&..,~Pj. 
i= I 
(2) When R = E,, a matrix with all entries equal to 1, the function 
&(x, x,..., x, E,) is equal to H,(x), the Hermite polynomial of order m. 
To see this. note that 
K,,Jx,x,...,x,E,)= 1 (- 1)"'~"-"". 
YE& 
683 21 I-8 
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The summands in this expression depend on y only through the number of 
edges IyI. Since the number of elements of A, which have exactly k edges is 
it follows that 
Cm/II 
=m! C 
( _ 1 )kXm Ik 
k=O 2k(m-2k)! k!=Hm(x)’ 
the last equality being found, for example, on p. 250 of Magnus et al. [7]. 
(3) Two sets of conjugate multivariate Hermite polynomials are 
defined in Appell and Kampe de Firiet [ 1] as follows. Let 
$(.Y, ,..., x,,) =Cy=, CT! ,~,~x,x, and II/(X ,,..., x,,) = ~~=, C,“=, (A,ld) x;x,, 
where d = det( R) and A, is the (z’, j)-minor of R. Then define the 
polynomials 
and define G,,, ,J-y , ,..., x,) analogously by replacing c+? by $ in the above 
expression. These polynomials, however, do not equal K,(x, ,..., x,; R) 
when n, = ... = n, = 1. For instance, when m = 2 and r,, = rz2 = 1, one has 
H,.,(-x,, -x2) = (-xl +r12.~2)(r12xl +x2)-r12, Gl,l(xl, x2)=-xlx2+r1214 
but K2(x,,.~?, R)=x,xz-r,,. 
In order to state a recursive formula for I&,(x, ,..., .x,, R), we need to 
make one more definition. If M is an n x n matrix, let M(k) be the matrix 
obtained from M be deleting the kth row, the kth column, the nth row, and 
the nth column. Thus M(n) is an (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix, while M(k) is an 
(n-2)x(n-2)matrixfork=l,...,n-1. 
Recursion Relation. 
K,,,(x, ,..., x,, R) = x,K,+ ,(x, ,..., x, , , R(m)) 
m--I 
- c rkmfL 2(X,>..., *xk-~ I. xk+ I,..., X,,.. I, R(k)). 
k=l 
(5.2) 
To check (5.2), one proves that for each subset {i, ,..., i,) c { l,..., m} the 
monomial .Y,, xi, has the same coefficient on both sides of (5.2). 
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When x,=x2= ... = x, = x and R = E,, (5.2) reduces to the well- 
known recursion 
H,(x)=xH,-,(x)-(m-l)H,-,(x). 
The next proposition relates the generalized Hermite polynomials K,,, to 
multiple integrals with dependent integrators. To state the proposition, let 
n, ,..., n, be fixed and let N, = n, + . . . + nk, k = l,..., m. Let B, ,..., BNm be 
Gaussian random measures with covariance matrix R. Denote the nk x nk 
covariance matrix of BNk-, +, ,..., B,, by R,. If q3, ,..., 4, is an orthonormal 
collection of real-valued functions in L’(p), let 
k(-~, ,...t .xnJ = $k(X, 1 dk(-X?) . . . dkb,,), 
and 
k = l,..., m. 
h(x 1 ,..., x,_)=h,(x I ,..., -XIV,) u-54, + I,..., x/v,) . . . hm(X,v, _, + , ,..., x,&J. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. 
I h(x,,...,~,)dB,(-~,)...dBN~(xN~)= fi K&x-; ,..., JQ, Rk), 
k=l 
where 
The proof of Proposition 5.1 involves the following lemma. Let p be a 
positive integer. Choose ~~EL*(P~) and $ EL’(~). Define 
(If p = 1 this is a constant.) Define also 
Mx1 >‘.‘? -yp+ 1) = 0, ,..., x/J ex,, 1). 
Let B, ,..., B,, 1 be Gaussian random measures with covariance R. 
LEMMA 5.2. 
f(bfk I,..., P + 1) = Z(d; L..., P) I($; p + 1) 
-k~,rk.,+,Z(d,;,$; l,...,k-l,k+l,...,p), 
where the notation introduced in (2.1) has been used. 
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The proof of Lemma 5.2 is the same as that of Theorem 2.2.111 of It6 
[S], except that one must keep track of rk,p+l and indices l,..., k- 1, 
k + l,..., p. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. The structure of the proof follows that of Ito. 
We proceed by induction on N,. The proposition clearly holds when 
N, = 1. Now assume the proposition holds whenever N, dp. Suppose 
N,,=p+ 1. Define 
and 
Then Lemma 5.2 implies that 
Z(h; l,..., p + 1) = I(& I,..., p) I(&??; P + 1) 
- f r,,+,Z(d(:,$; I,.... k- 1, k+ l,..., p), 
k=l 
The inductive hypothesis can be applied to both 4 and (b x $Ck,. We 
obtain 
m-l 
I(& l,..., p) = n K,(X, ,..., X7, Rj) KHmp ,(Xf, ,..., X:-l, R,(n,)). 
j=l 1 
The orthogonality of d,,..., 4, implies that 4 x tick) is identically 0 for 
k 6 N,, ~, . For N, ~ I < k < N, - 1 the inductive hypothesis implies 
Z(# x I); l,..., k - 1, k + l,..., p) 
Ikl 
L 
I?-- I 
= fl K,(X,! ,..., Xp, Ri) K,, _ ,(X,‘, ,..., XL-- ‘, X;’ ’ ,..., X:- ‘, R,(k)). 
j= 1 1 
Since Z(C$,,,; p + 1) = X2 we conclude 
m-l 
Z(h; l,..., p+ l)= n K,(X: ,..., X:/, Ri) XzK,,,- ,(Xk ,..., X2-‘, R,(n,)) 
,=I i 
n, ~ I 
- ,c, rNmm,+k,N,,, ~nm-z(x~~-.~ x&‘, x?‘t-., x?-‘? R,(k)) . 
1 
According to the recursion formula (5.2), the expression in braces is equal 
to K,_( Xt, ,..., X2, R,). This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1. 1 
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6. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF QUADRATIC FORMS TO DOUBLE INTEGRALS 
Throughout this section, B, and B, are two Gaussian random measures 
corresponding to Lebesgue measure, with covariance matrix R = (rii) with 
r,,=rz2=1 and r12=r2,=p, where -16~~1. Let (X,,Y,) be a 
stationary jointly Gaussian sequence satisfying EX,, = EY, = 0, 
Ex = EC = 1 and EX, Y, = r. Given a sequence of positive constants 
(d,, N2 l}, define the random function Z,(t) in D[O, l] according to 
Here D[O, 11 is the space of functions on [0, 1 ] which are right continuous 
and have left-hand limit, endowed with the Skorokhod topology. Given 
constants 0 < D, , D2 < 4, define 
A(D,, D,)=joz X-(“I+‘)‘* (x+ 1)P’D2+1)‘2d.~, 
and set a, = A(D,, D,), a2 = A(D2, D2), 6, = A(D,, D2), b, = A(D,, 0,). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (T, and o2 be arbitrary real numbers and suppose that 
there exist 0 < D,, D2 < f and a slowing varying function L such that as 
k-too 
EXnXtz+, -afk-@L(k), EY,Y,+,-a;k+L(k), 
pa, gzb, km EX,, Y,l+k -z ‘Dl+“2’~r L(k), 
EYnXn,, -- po1a2b2 ,I-(Dr+WZ L(k). 
J&G 
Let d, = N’P(D’tD”‘2 L(N). Then, in DIO, 11, Z,(t) tends weakly as 
N -+ co to the process 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is given below. A similar method of proof 
yields 
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THEOREM 6.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 6.1, the random vector 
process 
converges weakly in (D[O, l])“, as N-+ CCI, to (Z’“(t,), ZC2)(t2), Z(t,)). 
Here Z(t) is defined us in (6.1); Z”)(t) is Z(t) with B2(.) replaced by B,(.), 
D2 by D,, oz by o,, and a, and a , ; ZC2’(t) is Z(t) with B,(. ) replaced by 
Bz(.), D, by D2, CJ, by 02, and a, by a,. 
Remark. The conditions of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 are satisfied if X, and 
Y,, are given by 
and 
Y,,=-j&I,I,:‘~, [(s-x--(“‘+“‘2 lr,,<,JdsdBz(x), 
in which case X, and Y, are fractional Gaussian noises (see Taqqu [12]). 
A simplification is achieved when D1 = D, = D. In that case the constants 
a,, a,, b,, and b2 are all equal to A(D, D). If, moreover, 0, = f12 = 1 and 
X, = Y,, (that is, r = 1 ), we obtain 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let A’, be a stationary Gaussian sequence satisfying 
EX,, = 0 and Ee = 1. Suppose that there exist 0 < D < $ and a slowly vary- 
ing ,function L such that as k + 00 
Exnxn.k w kPDL(k). 
Then the random function 
z;(t) = ciirt2cx’, - 1) 
N’ - bL(N) 
converges weakly as N + CC to the Rosenblatt process 
fi (s-x,) m(n+1”2 l;,,<,<; dsdB(x,)dB(x,), 
i=, 
where B is a Gaussian random measure corresponding to Lebesgue measure. 
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Remark. Corollary 6.2 is equivalent to Proposition 6.1 of Taqqu [ 111. 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 involves the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.4. The cumulants of Z(t) are given by 
c,(t) = 0, 
if s,<s2 
if s,>s2, 
and 
Proof: Define 
Ms,, .y,)=h,,(s,, s,). 
(s-x)-w,+ IV2 I 
i.(s - x) = cr, - 
& 
:,< Y)? i= I, 2, 
and 
f(-x,, .~2)= ‘f~(s-u,)f2(s-x2)ds. 
s 0 
Then we have 
Z(t) = jR;/( x1,x2) dB,(x,) d&(x,). 
Define also 
fiZ(~l~ s2, -xl =f,(s, -x)f,(sz - .u), 
filbl? s2> xl =f2(s, - x)f2(s2 -x), 
fi,(s1,~2~x)=Pf,(s,-.~)f*(s2--~), 
and 
f22bI, s23 xl = Pf2bI -x,f,(s, - x). 
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(This peculiar indexing can be characterized as follows: if eitherf, =fkf, or 
,f,, = p&J;, then i = k and j# 1.) With these definitions it is easily checked 
that 
I 
,Lr 
.L,(SlI s,,-qd.~=h,(s,J,), 1 <i,j62. (6.1) 
T, 
Fix m > 2 and define 
g(.r y  )=f(X,,-~2)f(X3,X~)...f(XZm-I~X2m). I ,..., , 2m 
Suppose that y is a fixed element of the set of circular diagrams PA. This 
means that the vertices 
(1, 11, (1, 2). (2, 11, CL 2),..., (m, 11, (m, 2) 
can be arranged as 
(1, 1), (1, 21, (n,, i3), (Q. b),..., (r,, i,,- 11, (Xi, bj)” (L, L,NTw LJ, 
where 
(a) ( 1, 1) is connected to (n,, L,) by an edge in y, 
(b) (1,2) is connected to (x,, i3), 
(c) (z,,iZi) is connected to (n,+l, i2i+I)rj=2 ,..., m- 1, 
(d) Ii?, I , i,j} = { 1,2},j=2 ,..., m. 
Thus to describe a diagram y E f; it suffices to determine a permutation 
7c2 ,..., z,, of { 2 ,..., m } and indices ( i4, i, ,..., i,, > c { 1, 2}, since condition (d) 
then determines the value of the other ?s. 
For each y E p,, define qp as in Section 2 and g, as in Proposition 4.1. 
Thus 
’ Cfi~(s3-x,)s’6(s3-x3)1”’ Cfit,.,(Sm-X*--,)fi~(Sm-Xm)l 
xds,...ds,dx,...dx, 
=j;“‘J:.r,,. [f*(s, -x,)fi,b, -X,,lCfi4(~,-X,)fi5(~, -x*)1 
~~~[fi2,(sm-x,)f,(s,-x,)]dx,~~~dx,ds,~~~ds,. (6.2) 
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According to Proposition 4.1, the mth cumulant of Z(r) is given by 
c,(t)= 1 py'g,. 
i' c FM 
We enumerate the terms in this sum as follows. First fix a permutation 
712 ,...) 7r, of { 2 ,..., m}. Then fix indices {I??,..., k,) c { 1, 2). Determine the 
indices (i, ,..., i, ] according to 
and 
i,= k,, j = 2,..., m, 
izi-, = { 1, 2)\kj, j= 2 ,..., m. 
In this way we determine a diagram y E T; for which (6.1) and (6.2) imply 
that the corresponding p”yg,, is equal to 
I , J s . . . 0 0 
= 
Thus we have 
xh (s k,2 my s,) ds, . ..ds., 
where C, denotes a sum over all permutations n,,..., rr, of {2,..., m}. 
Therefore 
~,(l)=(m-l)!~~;..~~, J~...J~hZkI(S,,S*)hkltl(S~,~~) 
2 m  
. ..tikm2(s., s,) ds, “‘d$,,,. 
A similar argument (setting i,_ , = k,, j = 2,..., m) shows that 
c,(t)=(m- l)! i 
2 
“’ c hlk2(S,, s2) hk>kj(S2, s3)‘-- 
kj= I k,= 1 
xh (s k,,,l WIT s,)ds,.,.ds,. 
This completes the proof.of Lemma 6.4. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 6.1. For notational simplicity we restrict ourselves to 
showing that, for each t, Z,(t) tends to Z(t) in distribution. By means of 
the Cramer-Wold device, the same method can be used to show that the 
finite-dimensional distributions of the process Z,(t) converge to those of 
Z(t). Weak convergence in [0, 1] then follows from Theorem 2.1 of Taqqu 
[ll]. (An erratum to the proof of that theorem appears in Taqqu 
[ 12, p. 2281.) 
In view of Proposition 4.1, the distribution of Z(t) is the unique dis- 
tribution with cumulants c,(t) as given in Lemma 6.4. Therefore, to show 
that Z,(t) converges to Z(t) in distribution, it suffices to show that the mth 
cumulant c:(t) of Z,(t) converges to c,(t) as N + co. 
Let R, be the 2[Nt] x 2[Nr] covariance matrix of the random vector 
w, = (X, ,...1 X[N,,, Y, >... , YIN,,)‘. Partition R into [Nr] x [ Nr] blocks as 
follows: 
R=[$i-+] 
and note the unusual labelling. Here, for example, RI2 is the covariance 
matrix of (X, ,..., XLN,,). Define also the 2[Nr] x 2[Nr] matrix 
where ICN,, denotes the [Nr] x [Nr] identity matrix. Then we have 
Z,(r) = (V44 WNQN WN - EWhQN W,). 
Since Z,(r) has mean 0, we have c?(r) = 0 for all N. The fact that W, is 
a Gaussian vector implies that the mth cumulant of &Q,,, W, is equal to 
2”- ‘(m- l)! Tr(RNQN)“‘, 
where Tr M denotes the trace of a matrix M. Therefore 
c;(r) = 
= 
(m-l)! 
2 
(m - l)! 
2 
Tr(RNQN)"' 
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Define functions 
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gijh 7 32) = Rij( CSI I+ 1) t-4 + 1 h 1 < i,j<2, 
where R,(k, 1) denotes the (k, f)th entry of R,. Then we have 
Under the conditions of Theorem 6.1 we have 
and 
N-m N(D’+D2)‘2L(N) 
i= 1, 2. 
The above integrand contains functions g,,, g,, , g,, , and g,,. Because of 
the cyclic nature of the indices, the functions g,, and g,, appear the same 
number of times, say n times. Hence g,, and g,, appear m - 2n times 
between them. Therefore 
=h kl,k+l) 32) hk2.k&> $3) ’ ” hk,,k,hn, SI 1, 
The dominated convergence theorem now implies that c,“(t) tends to c,(t), 
completing the proof of Theorem 6.1. 1 
To conclude this section we state a more general version of Lemma 6.4, 
which would be used to prove that the finite-dimensional distributions of 
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the process Z,(t) converge to those of Z(t). Its proof is similar to that of 
Lemma 6.4. 
Let non-negative functions g,(s, x) and g,(s, x) be given. Suppose that 
for each t b 0 we have a nonnegative function f,(s) such that 
is square integrable. Define the random function 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Choose t, ,..., t, 2 0 and real numbers u, ,..., u,. The 
mth cumulant of Q’=, ui W(tj) is equal to 
where 
h,,(s, 2 sd = jR g,(s, 3 xl gh,, .x) dx, 
and 
As an application of Proposition 6.5 we can evaluate the cumulants 
of c;=, ujZ,(ti), where Z,(t) is the Rosenblatt process defined in 
Corollary 6.3. 
COROLLARY 6.6. The mth cumulant of J$‘=, u,z,(t,) is equal to 
y-‘(m- l)! i i uj, '..u,m j"... j""' 
I I  = 1 jm = I 0 0 
x Is* -s21 DI~2-~31~~n...I~,--,I~~Dds,...ds,. 1 
This is the correct version of formula (6.1) of Taqqu [ 111. 
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